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Am has established itself as a permanent American icon. Production volume testifies that the
Second-Gen Firebird was most popular with consumers. Its combination of beautiful styling,
superb handling, and strong Pontiac V-8 performance makes Formulas and Trans Ams of this
era highly coveted by collectors and performance traditionalists alike. Living up to its hype
wasn't always easy, though. For example, the standard engine for the '77 was the L78 ci
four-barrel. A compression ratio of just 7. It did so by using a specific Rochester Quadrajet
carburetor and HEI distributor, an increased compression ratio, and a redesigned camshaft with
unique valve timing. The package also included a tuned exhaust system and 3. To increase the
Trans Am's performance prowess even more, Pontiac released the WS6 Suspension Package
that same year, which included specific springs and shock absorbers, stiffer suspension
bushings, a constant-ratio steering box, a larger rear sway bar, and 15x8-inch aluminum
Snowflake wheels. Together, these packages took the Trans Am from what many already

considered an excellent performer to exceptional, propelling it toward supercar status. The
proverbial writing was on the wall for large-cube engines. Pontiac discontinued its after the '77,
and General Motors decided that the Division no longer needed its and planned to phase it out
of production during the '78 model year. That left the short-deck as Pontiac's only V-8, which
remained in production through the ' A buying frenzy erupted as news of the 's discontinuance
spread throughout the information pipeline. The remainder received the Olds-built or Pontiac XX
block, which featured a 4. Its bottom end was filled with a 3. A psi oil pump dispersed lubricant,
and resided within a baffled six-quart oil pan. A top each cylinder bank sat a No. It featured 2.
Though Pontiac never divulged the 0. A pair of log-type exhaust manifolds routed spent gasses
through a single catalytic converter and into a "Y" pipe and dual mufflers before it exited out a
pair of chromed splitter tips. The experience in my neighbor's car inspired me to purchase my
own," he says. I was told that it was damaged in transit, but had been repaired, and I couldn't
tell. It looked great, had the engine and transmission I wanted, and it was well optioned, so I
bought it," he adds. The Trans Am was driven daily for the first three years, and accumulated
around 18, miles on its odometer. Then I purchased a new Mustang Cobra in the late '90s.
Discovering A Dream There were guys like Ray who were old enough to purchase a new Trans
Am, and then there were others who were too young to make such an acquisition, but always
kept the dream alive. I knew growing up that I'd own one someday. When this one popped up, I
immediately fell in love with it. It had only 19, miles on it, was completely original, and was still
in the possession of its first owner. I flew down to Oklahoma City, bought it, and drove it back to
Topeka," he recalls. Once home, Frank had to replace the Trans Am's original radiator because
it leaked badly. The original paint had oxidized badly over the years, too, so I restored its luster
using a good cleaner wax and polishing compound. It turned out great. I was in high school
when they were hitting showroom floors and I dreamed of owning a ci four-speed back then, but
was too young," the year-old parcel-service driver says. When Steve became of age, he began
the hunt for vehicles from his youth. I saw Frank's car for sale and seriously considered buying
it, but we couldn't arrive at a figure, so I passed on it. The Trans Am remained in Steve's
possession for the next couple of years, but his love for Chevelles intervened. I listed it in the
classifieds section of the Classical Pontiac website, and Steve Schappaugh of Lincoln,
Nebraska, responded immediately. I wasn't content with generic aftermarket replacements, so I
searched until I could find the genuine article. I also spent about hours polishing the original
Snowflake wheels. Brad noticed that there were a few minor blemishes in the cloth of the
front-seat cushions, so he located N. Hobnail material to replace those panels. I also cleaned
the interior, detailed the engine compartment and undercarriage, and had the original carburetor
rebuilt and tuned up. The car is in outstanding condition inside and out, and all of its equipment
works as it should. It looks and runs great," he exclaims. With more than 8, made that year,
there is any number to choose from on the market at any given time. Few are as original and
well preserved as this example, however, and that's what gives this Trans Am its distinctive
character. I've owned at least six others over the years, and when I saw this original '79 for sale,
I was immediately interested
chrysler spark plug wiring diagram
2005 ford explorer fuel filter
wiring diagram of tube light with choke and glow starter
. Brad tells HPP that the Trans Am has now found a permanent home and that he has no
intentions to ever part with it. He plans to continue giving it the same level of care each of its
previous owners had, but admits that he plans to drive it often. Basgall and Schappaugh made
arrangements to meet at a central-Kansas car show the next day. I knew it'd sell quickly if it was
as clean as I'd been told," Schappaugh recollects. Sliding behind the Trans Am's Formula
steering wheel gave Steve a chance to relive his youth. The car handled extremely well,
however," he says. It made me think about how impressed I was with the WS6 suspension when
I bought my first ' Schappaugh's love for low-mile '79 Trans Ams got the best of him, however,
when another ci four-speed came into his life, forcing him to sell the Atlantis Blue car. It was
very clean and very original and thought it was a good value for the price. I bought it quickly.
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